
 
 
BEEPEGG® – THE SINGING FLOATING EGGTIMER 
[EGG]STREMELY FUNNY GIFTS 
 
It looks like an egg, it feels like an egg, boils like an egg – but it sings: BeepEgg®. BeepEgg® is 
a precise egg-timer, which will be boiled together with the real eggs. Once yolk and egg-white 
have reached the demanded degree of hardness, BeepEgg® will play a tune. The inner high 
tech components of BeepEgg® always work and are “Made in Germany”. This functionality, 
combined with a certain sense of humor, makes BeepEgg® an ideal gift fo r various occasions. 

 
Our BeepEgg® is real High-T[egg]. Therefore it got decorated with the science award „Ei des 
Kolumbus“, was mentioned in several TV shows and tested „grade A“ german testing-magazine. 
 
Behind the coloured eggshell is an intelligent, battery operated mechanism based on a thermic 
model. The BeepEgg® meters the water temperature and by that calculates the core 
temperature of the egg and not simply measures time.  Once the demanded degree has been 
reached, BeepEgg® will play the three different tunes for the different egg levels. 
 
As tastes differ we developed a special model for everyone. 
Therefore a whole world of BeepEggs originated from the classics. 
 
If your favorite music is Rock, you love the disco era or prefer listening to classical music. 
You are from Hamburg, Bavaria or New York?  
No matter if you’re a fan of Elvis or a Hippie – we have the matching egg! 



Brand-new in 2016 we developed something special for the lovebirds and the kids. 
As the way to a man's heart is through his stomach, the Love BeepEgg sings „My Heart Will Go 
On“ for the soft ones and “The Wedding March” for the hard -boiled eggs. 
 
The little ones will love our Kinder BeepEgg as it is fun and easy as pie! 
Of course boiling water is nothing for children and parents shou ld be present. 
But as kids are super enthusiatic about the BeepEgg and eggs are healthy food it plays classic 
children’s song anthems. 
 

 

 


